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MANUFACTURERS OF GLASS _ CO~~AINERS have just been 

.. *·~r 

fo rbidden i!y the Commission from continuing to operate 

an understanding WHICH WAS CONTRARY TO THE INTERESTS 

OF CONSUHERSo 

Details v.1ill be found in AN~EX 1 o 

In order to encourage the flow of mutual information 

within the CoQmunity, we have asked the various 

television programme producers to tell us briefly 

what each television network broadcasting in the 

Community does to help consumerso 

ANNEX 2 is an Article on WHAT TELEVISION DOES TO HELP 

THE CONSUME~ IN IRELANDo 
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By highlighting the Community's overdependence on imported 

oil, the recent oil crisis and the resulting vicious rise in 

the price of oil products has shown the need for a long-term 

European strategy which will permit basic changes in the 

energy supply structure. The European Commission has just 

put forward a proposal to the Council of Ministers for the 

adoption of a joint NEW E~~y P~ICl. ST~~· 

ANNEX 3 gives a short summary of this proposal. 

We have asked various organizations in the Community responsible 

for consumer protection matters to supply us periodically with 

details of the latest developments on subjects of direct 

interest to CONSUMERS. It should be understood that these 

articles are the sole responsibility of their authors. 

ANNEX 4 is an article sent to us by the DANISJl organization, 

"Statens Husholdingsrg_d". 

A:t the meeting of Ministers of Education of the Community on 

6 June significant progress \1Tas made in respect of implementing 

!:_ EUR9P~ EDUCATION P9ld.,C1.. The Council of Ministers 

pronounced in favour oi proposals for the mutual recognition 

of qualifications (see I&S No 10/71+) \'Ihich has been put 

forward by the European Commission. The Council hoped that 

recognition procedures would be flexible, as this would allow 

faster progress to be made in setting up a European system of 

recognition of qualifications. The Council believes that in 

order to achieve this obj-ective Consultative Committees, which 

.;. 
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would include representatives of the teaching world, should be 

established and that lists of qualifications considered as 

being equivalent as such should be drawn up. Fer their part, 

the European Ministers of Education agreed to cooperate closely 

in the field of education, particularly in a number of priority 

muttGrs (education of children of migrant workers, educational 

documentation and statistics, mobility of teachers, students 

and research workers, teaching of lang-uages). 

**About 33 million West European trade unionists were represented 

by various Community trade union organizations at the first 

congress of the EUROPEAN CONFEDERATION OF ~DE UN~OJ~ held in 

Copenhagen at the end of last month. The resolution adopted 

by the European trad€ unionists at the end uf the congress 

particularly emphasizes the need for European society to achieve 

democratic planning and control of economic development, and 

to ensure that the benefits of growth accrue to the population 

and workers in a manner related to their individual and 

collective needs. The European Confederction of Trade Unions 

also stressed that the basic objectives of an overall, coherant 

European policy should be: full and better employment in all 

regions of the Community; equality of opportunity and equal 

social rights for foreign workers; the abolition of all 

discrimination between men and women in respect of work, 

recruitment and pay; the humanization of urban and industrial 

life, and effective counter-inflation measures. 

**under the Regulations currently in force, anyone crossing a 

boarder from one Community country to another by car should in 

principle pEC_LA~ ANY REPAIRS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE .~0... f!~S CAR 

.;. 



.. in the country from which he has come. Failure to de0lare 

such repairs night J.ead to the imposition of a fine cince 

spare parts import0d in this way are subject to taxationn 

The European Commission is at present examining the most 

appropriate solution to this unfortun~te situation in which 

inhabitants of the Co~nmunity are still obliged to declare 

such repairs, even if these have been due to events beyond 

th8ir control, e.g. an accident or a breakdown. 

**At its meeting on 10 June the Europe :tn Comr.1uni ty Council of 

the Ministers for ~1...6&£~ is due to give its dccis5.on 

on sev0ral proposals put forward by the European Commission: 

** 

usG of the Europe.:ln Social. Fu~1d to help workers moving 

from one place of work to a:::1other within the Conmuni t~ .. 

(see IRT No 209); 

establishment of a general co1~uni ttee for safety at work ; 

ap:Jro=dmo.tion of the legislation of Meube:i.~ S-'.;atcs in 

respect of m&ss dismissals (see IRT No 182). 

In a later issuo wo shall be pv.blishing the decisions taken. 

The European Commission has just proposed to the Cauncil of 

Hinisters that the Commu11.i ty should sign the _!qE,9P~Af1, __ CONVENTION 

FOR THE PROTECTION OF k~IMALS ON STOCK FARMS. The Council of 

Europe is cu~rently working on a draft of this Convention, which 

\1ill apply to the feeding, care and housing of animals, 

p&rticularly those in modern intensive rearing units and its 

chief aim will be to ensure that animals do not suffer in any 

\Jay. 
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The objective assessment of risks that may result from the use 

of pesticides is a very lengthy task. A great deal of 

information is available on measured levels, but it would still 

be appropriate for the Community to dispose of an organization 

which would supervise these levels in respect of water, air 

and soil as well as foodstuffs, with a view to obtaining more 

comparable and representative results. This was the conclusion 

reached at a colloquim on the ~LEMS RAI~ED BY~ 

Q.Qli:£~.fU!ffiXION OF MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT BY PESTICID~S, which 

was orgru1izcd by the European Commission and held in Luxembourg 

on 14-16 May. 

Following the recent scandal in Italy when the press revealed 

that the Italian Consumers Union (UNC) had received financial 

aid from Industry and Commerce, JHE UNC HAS BEEN PRO~SIONALLY 

DROPPED _f_B9!:L]"IEMBERSHIP OF THE EURO~AN BUREAU OF ~SUMERS 

~~~ (BEUC) with headquarters in Brussels. BEUC took the 

opportunity to reaffirm the need for all consumer organizations 

to guarantee their total independence whether from commerce, 

industry, trade unions or cooperatives. 
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KF~PJNG TO COMPETITION R.UI ~S - A MATTER FOR CONStJM?.."RS 
~ mnzm• ·~-=------ .-......:.ooa.. .. ·~ -~ .............. ~ ~.-u. 

When a consumer buys a bottle of mineral water or mecic~_ne, a 

jar of sv;eets or a pot of jam he probably does not re :·:,J..i.ze that 

in payine. for the goods he io e.lso paying for the pack~~ging ~ 

But -r.:~e informed housewife k:!1.0N"3 very well that diffcre:"t types 

of pn.ckaging can mean a sign:i.:fJ.r;ant variation in the price of 

the .s:: ··ne p:.c·oduct. At prese:l. ~ .::;lass containers (someti'nes 

rettr,:n·l.,)l e but more and more c.f·!:en "one way") are used for a 

large t:.~m:.'.Jer pf food productR, fl.:rinks, pharmaceutical preparations 

and cc snv -~~cs, etc. Within tl: e Community these glass containers 

are ra·'.~:1~ ·Cactured by a few large, powerful industrial g·.':"cups which, 

for several years now, have b<SC"i. practising a sort of ~'coJe of 

fair J,t'actice:r which ensured ·}:,lat they could fix prices t,1.roughout 

the c,~ .. r.m.ni ty at a sufficien·~;ly 1..1.niform level to avo:.d competition 

betwr:!~::.:n them becoming too sh~.r:p.. This agreement between ·the large 

Euro;Jcan manufacturers of "hr.'J -_,J\11" glass therefore wor~ted to the 

de.tr.~.ment of the European co::.I->'it·:er and wus thus a cor:tr"-vention. 

of t 1.i.e Community regulations o.n free competition,. The. I'~u.ropean 

Comm::! .. ssion has just condemned this agreement and has or~ered all 

the participants to put an end to it immediately. However·, in 

this case the Commission has &b~tained from imposing a fine 

because this is the first time tb3.t the kind of res~ri~tions noted 

have 'been the subject of a Con:r:Lt:.sion decision, and becauso their 

ch::~.r.,_ctPr as breaches of the 'l'.c:~c:.c;r was not evident for the 

ente:c~f.r.i.c-es in question. 

The 1~o.in object of this agrenme:r.t was to ensure that a glass 

contai~er manufacturer who w1.s :'E;.::ty t.o the underst:ln.dlng, should 

not offer prices lower than ·~l:·\)ce of another manufa~tt:·,:-cr, when 
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supplying goods within the "natural catchment arean of the latter .. 

European customers, i.e. , manufacturers of foodstuffs, drinks,. 

etc., therefore were not in a position to choose the supplier 

who offered them thE~ best price since, if they turned to a German, 

Belgian or French producer they were unable to obtain better 

quotations than tho~3e offered by the manufacturer in their own 

country. Meetings held at intervals enabled these industrialists 

to come to an agreement to practice only "fair competition" which 

enabled them to divide up the market and dictate common standards, 

pricesr and conditions of sale or delivery to their customers .. 

In general, the meaBures taken by the European Commission wl1ieh 

provide for checks on the implementation of competition rules by 

European industrialists directly affect consumers, since theil~ 

object is to counte:ract the effect of industrial combination, 

producers' agreements or company mergers on the market for th(~ 

products both as regards price levels and the range of choice. 

Thus, the interest taken by the European Commission and Community 

authorities generally with regard to consumer protection is seen 

not merely in propoBals and decisions at European level for 

i~1forming the consumer about, and protecting him against, unfair 

sales, ·practices or misleading publicity. Competition policy, 

like most other Community policies, has important implications 

for the consumer even if he is not always aware of the fact .. 

The legal jargon of economics may speak of "abuse of dominant 

position", "concert,ed practicesn, and "unlawful agreements11 , etc., 

and for the European consumer these terms seem to be far removed 

from his daily conc·erns.. However, the fact that tha Commission 

has the right to forbid, and condemn, and to impose fines on some 
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companies, and that it uses this right, is not unimportant for 

the man in the street. In European industry there is a tendency 

to concentrate into larger and more powerful industrial units. 

Thus the number of industrial combinations per year in the European 

Community more than tripled between 1962 and 1970. In some Member 

States this trend towards combination has been such that the 

100 largest companies on their own have been responsible for 

50% of the turnover of the industrial sector. Whereas this sort 

of development, which allows industry to re-group in huge 

competitive production units may be desirable from an economic 

point of view, it can often have harmful effects for the consumer. 

Hence a watch has to be kept on the merger phenomenon and special 

departments of the European Commission have been made responsible 

for doing this. 

After holding an enquiry the Commission is therefore empowered 

to forbid and condemn certain types of dealings which are contrary 

to the general interest. For instance, in 1972 the Commission 

fined the leading sugar producers of the Community a tot~~ of 

9 million units of account (1 u.a. = about US~'l). By operating 

an understanding the producers had succeeded in dominating the 

European market and imposing their sales conditions on their 

customers. This was a veritable sugar cartel which the European 

Commission dismantled in order to reestablish rules of competition 

in conformity with the Community spirit. 
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WHAT TELEVISION DOES TO HELP THE CONSUMER IN IRELAND 

In order to encourage the flow of mutual information within the 

Community, we have asked the various television programme 

producers to tell us briefly what each television network 

bro~dcasting in the Con1muni ty does to help consumers. The 

following article was sent to us by Irish television. 

Growing affluence is building up increasing public interest in 

consumer programmes on television. The consumer is pressurized 

into buying so much that he wants value for money. Who can 

blame him? Money is hard-earned and taxes are high and the 

increasing standard of living difficult to naintain. 

At RTE, there has always been an awareness of the importance of 

the public interest. The national station caters for this 

interest, but it is not as simple as it sounds. Programmers 

have to be careful because the law of slander and of libel 

protects the bad as well as the good nnd the indifferent. 

One of the handicaps in dealing with subjects of consumer interest 

on television is that too often programmes can deteriorate into 

mere public service announcements. Viewers give such programmes 

short shrift. A turn of the wrist and they are chasing other 

fare on different·channels. 

A regular consumer programme slot in a television schedule is 

not always the happiest way of dealing with such items. For one 

thing, it can be very difficult to keep up the standard of 

interest. · At RTE, the. programmers ge.t around this particular 
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difficulty by avoicling the fixed slot. Thus major programmes, 

from time to time, as the necessity arises, deal with subj ec1~s 

of great public in1~erest. The result is that a serious subjE~ct 

can be treated in a way that is entertainingly instructive a1: 

the best and attracts maximum reaction. Presented in a publ~Lc 

services sort of Wt.lY, such programmes would hardly have been 

noticed. 

One of RTE' s most popular offerings is "Tangents", a magazinE~ 

type programme which goes out five times a week. At least once 

a fortnight it deals with goods people buy in shops and stores. 

It has covere\ all sorts of items of consumer interest from 

cosmetics to the quality of soup. 

From time to time, the major current affairs programme, 11 7-Days", 

tackles subjects which are of great interest to the consumer 

field. So far it has examined, not only consumer durables such 

as Ce.rs, but also 1:>ervices, such as those provided by garage~3. 

One of its more celebrated progranmes was a highly controversial 

inquiry into money·-lending. Other programmes have examined :~he 

quality of housing and the service provided by the State for 

the people. 

·In common with the other.television authorities in the Community, 

RTE keeps its actiV"ities in this field under extensive and 

careful review, al,~tays with an eye to improvement and e:x""Pansion. 

One cannot ·help thinking, howeve.r, that television can do more 

for the consumer on a Community-wide scale. There should be 

greater exchange of programmes of interest to consumers and one 

• 
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dreams of a major programme, going out regularly, and linking 

all nine members of the European Economic Community, which 

will sho\'r how consumers in all the countries can learn from 

each other. 

A programme such as this could go out quarterly. It would 

demonstrate the confidence of the Commission in the value of 

television as a means of uniting the disparate elements of 

the Common Market. 
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A NEW ENERGY POLICY STRATEGY FOR THE EUROtEAN COr1MUNITY 
-----~~-.~ ~ .....,....,.~=-~ ~~ ...... ~ 

By showing up the Community's overdependen·cG on impol~ted oil the 

recent oil cr:Lsis and the resulting vicious rise in the price of 

oil products has shown the need for a long~term European strategy 

which will permit basic changes in the ene~gy supply structure. 

The European Co~missi~n has just put forward a proposal to the 

Council of 1'-~·L:::! sters for th~ adoption of a jo.Lnt new energy 

policy stratGi;iY. 

By the end of the century nuclear energy and gas should be the 

predominant sources of energy supplies. 

In the year 2000, nucle_~r,_~l?-~!.Sl could cover at least 50% of 

tot~ energy needs. Nuclea~ energy has the advantage of being 

a sec\tre form of energy since it uses a raw material (natural 

ura:.dt_l!n) l'Jbich is found in many parts of the world and w:1i.ch, 

ft;..~ 1 
.. 1.. 3rmore, can be transfo~med into fuel in the Mer:1ber S~ates 

thGDH:,:~lves. It also has the advantages of being easy to transport 

and store, and of being non-pollutingt etc. 

Ga~ (natural gas and synthecis gas based on oil or solid 

hydrogenous fuel) could cover one third of total energy needs. 

Thus by the end of the century the Community could be dependent 

on coRl and 2i~ to cover only approximately one quarter of its 

ene~gy needs, including the use of certain quantities of oil and 

co~ for gas productiono 
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NoP ~~c~v~ional sourc ~s <:>_!~~!'~ (solar and geothermal ene't'gy) 

w~.ll by thut time still cover o1~ly a minimal percentage of th(:: 

needs • 

. 2. The o_?_.i_es_ti ves for 1985 

On the demn.nd side two objectives must be pursued: 

(a) The rate of increase in the use of enere-y m~st be red~1ced 

without curbing the growth of the GNP. This is post1i ')l e: 

a more rational utilization of en6rgy and a reductinn in 

wasteful use should enable internal energy consumpt.Lon in 

1985 to be kept at a level of 1~6 lo1.ver than forecast before 

the crisis, without the ultimate consumer being deprivod. of 

any energy. 

(b) Electricity consumption should be encouraged, without, ho·L~~rever, 

increasing the dependence on oil, so as to ensure that 35% of 

total energy is consumed in this form (25% at present). 'This 

would create a much larger market for nuclear energy. 

On the supply side, the objectives should be as follows: · 

(a) N1,:clear energy could be used for 50% of .the electricj ty 

proiuction in 1985, so t~'.a.t a total nuclear power-s··:et-c·i.on 

co..paci ty of more than 200 GWe would be required in 1).35 

(11 GWe at present). 

(b) Inte:rnal production of solid fuel (coal, .. lignite, peat) s!1.o,.1ld 

rem.J.in at its present le7el; an increase in supplies sb,,y;,tld 

be obtained by importicg coal. 

• 
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(c) There will have to be a great increase in the internal 

production and imports of natural gas. 

(d) The consumption of oil will have to be restricted to specific 

uses (motor fuel and as a raw material). Thus the 

consumption of crude oil could reach its peak in 1980 and 

return to its 1973 level around 1985o 

1973 
(estimates) 

! 1985 
I 
(initial 
forecasts) 

1985 
(objectives) 

375 

41 

24 

The achievement of these objectives will lead to greater security 

of supplies, i.e., a reduction in the shore of imported energy 

in total consumption from 60 to 40%. After 1985 the exploitation 

of ne\l sources in the Community (North Sea) will still further 

reduce the part played by imports from non-member countries in the 

Community's oil supplies. 
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The f'igu~_es given are not estimates but objectives to be revj~sed 

periodicctily and adapted to the situation prevailing in each 

Meober State. They must also be incorpore..ted in the other 

Community policies.:: environment, external relations, industrial 

policy, scientific. and technical ro.aearch. As far as the la1;ter 

is concerned, the Commission has already embarked on a large 

amount of' preparat<>ry work in the field of energy research. 

In its docwuent thE~ European Commission also indicates what 

policies should be followed in order to achieve the redistri bu ti<>n 

of total energy d~~~~d in 1985o 
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CONSUNER PROTECTION IN DENMARK ......... ~ .............. ~ 

We have asked various organizations in the Community responsible 

for consumer protection matters to supply us periodically with 

details of the latest developmen~on subjects of direct interest 

to consumers. It should be understood that these articles are 

the solo responsibility of their authors. 

The following article was sent to us by the Dan~horganization 

nstatens Husholdingsr~d". 

1. Egg_ C~l).trols 

With the help of Danish radio the National Council for Home 

Economics has carried out a quality control on eggs. The control 

qovered 375 eggs bought in 25 different places. 20% of these 

eggs did not satisfy the criteria required for classification as 

category A although they had been sold as such, and should have 

been classified as category B. · The variation· is 13% higher than 

that permitted by law. 

In addition, 60% of the eggs were not stored in the shops' 

refrigerated cabinets althou~h in the last few years much effort 

has gone into instnlling a "cold chain" which covers the whole 

transport and storage system from producers to packers and thence 

to retailers. ~Retailers are now required· to store eggs in 

refrigerated cupboards. 
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Representatives of many consumer offices and associations have 

toured the country during the past year. It often turns out that 

a consumer office j.s supported by an organization whose object 

is to educate the eonsumer and which therefore has competent 

staff available to answer specific questions, to give advice,, etc. 

Increasingly, the consumer associations are dealing with pro1)lcrns 

of general interest which concern the consumer and it has 

therefore often happened that associations, working with the 

support of local nE~wspapers, have raised problems of importance 

to the consumert for example, misleading publicity, warnings to 

firms which publish advertisements promising exaggerated projrits t 

etc. 

The consumer associations and offices are to a large extent 

dependent on the e:{pert opinions of the Consumer Council and the 

National Council f()r Home Economics and many complaints sta.ted 

by the associations or offices lead to the establishment of 

complaints offices in various industries. 

The Chairman of th~~ Danish association of insurance agents 

announced at a meeting that negotiations were under \-Jay wi i;h the 

Consumer Council with a view to establishing an Insurance 

Complaints Office. It is planned that this office will be in 

operation in 1975 and that consumers and companies will be equally 

represented. 
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4. Meas_}l~_C}_gainst superfluous Jzro<!'!~ 

The Nordic Committee responsible for consumer problems has decided 

that its Secretariat will draw up a list of examples of products 

(goods or services) which can be considered as useless or bad 

from the consumer's point of view. In this case the object of 

making up this inventory is to formulate proposals for measures 

to combat the marketing of these products. Thirteen Danish 

organizations, including the National Council for Home Economics 

and the Consumer Council, have been invited to participat~ in 

this campaign by furnishing examples for the "black list". 




